Main emphasis in international
activities is put on:
face-to-face tutorials in Germany or abroad
full service
advice focused on the requiements of the customer
individual development of training measures on
demand
tailor-made conception, organisation and
performance of training measures
customer-focused support in all problems and
demands of the participants during the training
looking after the participants also outside the
training
report to the customer
examinations and certification comparable to
German standards (e.g. master craftsman
examination)
support service abroad after the training
(if required), e.g. visits of short term experts

Please contact us:

+49 241 / 471-220

ADVANCED
QualiTec GmbH
Handwerkskammer Aachen
Thomas Hintz
Sandkaulbach 17-21
52062 Aachen

TRAINING

Fax: +49 241/ 471-103
E-Mail: thomas.hintz@hwk-aachen.de
www.qualitec-ac.de

Projects are performed world wide. Current cooperations with: Chile, Libya, India, Trinidad & Tobago. In
preparation are co-operations with Oman, Malaysia,
Taiwan and Turkey.

Expert Training
oriented to practice and
work processes

TO IMPROVE
PROSPECTS!

Our name is program
QualiTec German Ltd. is a non-profit organisation, founded in the year 2001. Our name points out the combination of qualification (= Quali) and experience in technical
fields (= Tec). And this name is our program: we qualify
young people and adults for their professional future.
QualiTec German Ltd.: fast and flexible
QualiTec German Ltd., a subsidiary company of the
Aachen Chamber of Skilled Crafts and Trades. The broad
offer of technical training measures has been performed
for many years in the well-known vocational training centres of the Aachen Chamber of Skilled Crafts and Trades.
QualiTec German Ltd. was founded to enable the training
centres to act faster and more flexible on the market of
vocational training.
QualiTec German Ltd.:
the name stands for international activities
Since the early 1960ies, the Aachen Chamber of Skilled
Crafts and Trades qualified thousands of people from
all over the world. They completed technical training,
management training or were trained as consultants.
Responsible for these business activities is now QualiTec
German Ltd.. Most of the training measures were performed in form of „train-the-trainer“-programmes; i.e. that
the participants not only develop expert competence in
the training course, but also are supported in additional
courses to build up pedagogical competence. Thus, in
many countries of the world, experts having successfully
been trained in Aachen train other people professionally in
their profession.

expert training in germany

the training offer

According to the German philosophy behind training
courses in technical fields, expert knowledge must
always:

Training courses on different levels (apprenticeship,
journeyman/skilled worker, master craftsman, bachelor
in crafts, and of course according to any custromers‘
specifications) are offered in:

be based on both: on theory as well as on practical
experience,
be presented in a non-academic way in form of
practical training in which theory is mainly offered in
contexts (project work),
be understood as a synonym for a broad basis
of skills and knowledge so that skilled workers are
enabled to adapt quickly to complex issues and
new requirements in their job,
be oriented at practical tasks in real work places,
prove the ability to plan, to perform, and to control
entire professional action independently,
include the ability to apply acquired skills and
knowledge to practical tasks and typical practical
problems.

electrical engineering / elctronics
mechanical engineering
CNC
PLC
automation techniques / IT
welding (test labaratories available) and plastic
processing
car mechanics
mechatronics
energy and environment techniques
building trades and finishing trades
economics / management training / educational
theory for technicians
design in crafts and trades
etc.

QualiTec German Ltd.: a well-experienced team
The instructors and teachers of QualiTec German Ltd. are
well-experienced experts from practice and work in close
contact to companies in industry and skilled crafts. They
all come from industry and trades and know how to train
in practice for the benefit of practice.
They can teach in English, but are also used to work with
interpreters (e.g. Arabian, Chinese, Thai etc.).
That the training facilities of QualiTec German Ltd. are a
„centre of excellence“ in many technical fields has been
approved meanwhile by the certification according to the
international quality standards ISO 9001 : 2000. a certificate that we are proud of.

The vocational training centres are well equipped. 1.300
places for practical training, 1.000 classroom
or computer places are available.
In the average of the last years, the 200 employees and
approx. 200 freelance workers have supported 14.000
participants p.a. in approx. 2 million lesson/participant
hours.

